Further characterization of isolated presumptive euchromatin fractions of mouse hepatoma cells utilizing a cDNA probe complementary to the homologous poly(A)+ mRNA.
Poly(A)+ mRNA from mouse hepatoma ascites cell cytoplasm is characterized by three frequency classes: an abundant frequency class of a limited number of different nucleotide sequences, a less abundant frequency class of a larger number of different nucleotide sequences, and a rare frequency class containing a high number of different nucleotide sequences. [3H]cDNA synthesized on this poly(A)+ mRNA template hybridizes with some of the DNAs of the putative transcribable euchromatin fraction at a significantly faster rate than with total DNA if residual contaminating RNA is not removed. Following NaOH incubation to remove such RNA, the cDNA probe hybridized with essentially the same rate to the euchromatin fractions and total DNA. Nick translation of the nuclease-sensitive sequences of chromatin demonstrated that, even with limited nuclease digestion, the excised sequences rapidly converted to small oligonucleotides. The nick-translatable, small chromatin segments showed no enrichment for transcribable sequences. Chromatin segments, which distribute to the 50S-70S glycerol gradient fractions and which satisfy several of the presumptive criteria for enrichment for transcribable sequences, therefore show no enrichment for sequences complementary to the cDNA for poly(A)+ mRNA.